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75th Launch – Sept. 11, 2014
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H₂ – Future?
Experience

> 20 years
High pressure & cryo storage
> 2.000.000 km on road
Principle of successful developments

- Raise Functionality
- Reduce Weight
- Decrease Costs
- Reduce Installation Space

As Coarse As Possible
Engineering Highness
Assembly Highness
Quality Highness
As Fine As Necessary
H₂ – Storage System Technology

Demonstrator, 2014 …
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Characteristics

- Pressure 70 MPa
- 2 Vessels (57 SL = 19 SL + 38 SL)
- Capacity 2.3 kg H₂
- Scope of application: FC – REX Vehicle
Key Improvements

- Vessel capacity +5%
- Vessel weight -12%
- Specific frame weight -60%
- Tank valve weight -60%
- Tank valve space -88%
- Integrated vent line
- Pressure regulator weight -50%
- Pressure regulator space -80%
- Lightweight design: Extruded aluminum
- GF composite cover
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